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September Roars in with heat! We just
completed the hottest club contest of the
year for September. Jim Smith ordered a
smoking hot event. It was 81 degrees at
7:00 in the morning! He held the rounds
down to get us all out the heat ASAP which
we all appreciated. We all know how hard it
is to make Jim sweat about anything. During
this contest he was soaking wet! When I left
the field at 11:45 it was 105 degrees. At
2:00 it reached 110 degrees in La Verne.
WOW
September SC2 hosted by TOSS at
SWSA the heat in one week left the valley!
We had the best weather ever for this event
as the marine layer came in and cooled us
off. Everyone had a great time with the
longer flights. Our nice carpet has a few
new holes in it but they are a lot smaller
than they used to be with the hard core skid
policy. SWSA guys flew well in this event as
you can see from the pictures.
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Missing Member Found!!
Edgar Vera came back to see us at the SC2
event.

Problem Solvers
How many times have you guys been
working on a model and decided to copy a
program then “improve” it just a little and it
goes the wrong direction? I’m sure more
than one time. Here is how to solve that with
a simple new approach. Why write all the
values down when you need to recall what
you started with? Just take a picture with
your phone or tablet of the main program
and use it to start a new program. This
makes it impossible to lose the settings that
you started with and if a friend needs to
know what you’re doing you can e-mail him
the picture to make there program work.
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Once you are done wrap it with a paper
towel then soak it with Alcohol. Wipe the
area clean and you’re done!

Looking for the easy way to scuff the inside
of the servo pocket prior to bonding here is
the tool for you!

SWSA Bird 2 meter update: Attached are
pictures of the prototype "laser cut" parts.
Recent activity for this is CAD has been
tweaked. Additional construction is in
progress for design changes. Building
Instructions are back in work.

It makes getting in the servo pocket an easy
task when you bend the Aluminum strip.
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New News!

SWSA Bird 2 meter prototype "laser cut"
parts

Rumor has it that our own Jim Smith is sporting
a new plane these days. His first outing with it
will be in Visalia for the Fall Soaring Festival.
With the year end in clear view for our contest
season, winter brings a lot of time to each of us
to try new and different things. Electric
sailplanes can be a new source of fun. I’ve seen
a few of our members master the Quad copters
and Dan is going full speed with his scale
helicopters. SWSA members are in a unique
position to talk and discuss the electric power
systems for several electric platforms with each
other. This can make a simple project as we get
confused over new things.

Frank was seen in the SC2 Contest walking
around with the new fuselage in hand. I
caught him talking with a few guys who
want to build one. I took a quick shot in
between his sales calls on the guys.

Let’s look at the Xplorer2 F5j from Soaring USA.
Out of the box you see the major components
of the Xplorer.

Super slick tail end assembly is also on the way
to the new Xplorer TD sailplanes. Fin posts
through the stab then through the fuselage.
Then the cam locks it all together.
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Pushrod ends for quick connect.

You can see the relief areas needed for the
motor screws.

The biggest challenge is to fit all the electronics
in the fuselage and obtain the correct CG. The
only ways to do this is start placing the
components in the fuselage and tape them in
place.
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Notice how tight it all is in there! The ESC sits
right behind the motor and the motor/ESC
plugs are easy to get to without a lot of excess
wire.

Note the perfect spinner gap

Remove as much wire as possible then solder
the plugs so they are facing the ESC. This saves
space.

Servos or just dry fitted to check the CG. Motor
battery will fit behind the servos.
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TP 3S, 1300mAh 70C motor battery and a 4 cell,
700mAh RX pack on the battery tray.

Installed and secured. The RX will use Velcro to
secure the tray as well. The all carbon fuse
means the antenna will be on the outside.
I’ll have more for you next month on this
project. In the mean time you can review the
power system diagram on page 9 after the
contest schedule to see how to connect things.

Tray hold down in the fuse behind the servos.

Batteries are easy to get in and out for charging.
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That is it for this month.
Thermals to all ~ Keith

2014 Contest Schedule
Saturday & Sunday
Oct 4‐5, 2014
VISALIA FSF

CVRC

Sunday,
Oct 12, 2014

SWSA CLUB

Keith Kindrick

Sunday,
Nov 09, 2014

SWSA CLUB

Unknown

If you have any events let me know
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Electric Sailplane System Diagram
Connector

Altitude Limiter
(CAM)

Connect line for Speed
control to CAM

Receiver

Electric Motor

Receiver Battery
Speed
Controller

Main
Battery

On the following pages I have attached the construction article for the Windlord high performance
flying wing sailplane. This was originally published by Model Aviation (before the AMA took over
operation) in 1976. It was another idea on how to maximize the wing area for the 100” Sailplane class
that was so popular at the time.
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